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TO OUR FAB FRIEND,

Make Self
Love a Habit

Celebrating yourself really comes down to a habit as
what we do each day over time just turns into a
subconscious habit we become not aware of. 

I help my clients start loving themselves by listing
things they absolutrely love and bring them joy and
happiness, so that they can start doing ONE of those

things EVERY DAY - no exceptions! 
Below, I encourage you to start listing those things
and commit to yourself that you are going to start

doing something each day. 
Over time you will catch yourself doing MORE things

that bring you love, happiness and joy. 
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Things that
bring me Joy
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Things that bring
me Happiness
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Things that bring
me Love
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TO OUR FAB FRIEND,Higher
Frequency

These are my absolute favourite 5 tips to give to
folks to help start raising their frequency and start
creating the life they want, in fact these are some

of the techniques I teach my clients to do!
I made a youtube series with a lot more tips on
raising your frequency, if you are interested in
doing more techniques in helping you feel great!

If you are wanting for more and want to finally step
in into fully developing yourself into the highest
version, then I highly suggest working one on one
with me or someone else who you resonate with that
can help you cut the mental clutter and connect

yourself with your divine. 
There's a rabbit hole of information and techniques
and it truly depends on every individual on what

works best for them.
Let's have a chat and see what will work best for

you.
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDFoEgr9sn0-CewysvXMw41jsTc-MOSMD
https://www.alexaceza.com/coaching

